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2021 Predictions
He who lives by the crystal ball soon learns to eat ground glass!

It is often said there are two types of

New Properties

forecasts... lucky or wrong and that’s

One of the challenges we have is that we can

probably true, however I also like the quote

only sell the weeks we have got, I can’t order

“It is far better to foresee even without

up a delivery of new properties however the

certainty than not to foresee at all.” Short of

increase in demand is being matched by

forecasting a zombie apocalypse it’s hard to

an increase in supply. Working from home

imagine that anyone could have come close

means you could be working from your

to predicting the year that we have just had

second home and being two hours from

and to say things are less than certain for the

the city means we are in the perfect position

next year is an extreme understatement.

to take advantage of this. We are seeing a
steady stream of properties joining up and

Every business has to plan for expenditure,

the volume of enquiries from people who

resources and staff and the only way to do

are looking at this stage makes me predict

this is by forecasting revenue so we have no

a steady growth through 2021 and beyond.

choice. Giving someone directions by saying
‘I wouldn’t start from here’ is sometimes

Property Market

tempting but ultimately not very helpful so

We don’t do sales so I’m not really dialled in

I’m going to plough on and do my best.

to what is going on. The market has certainly
a forecast model which has been crafted for

been hot and we’ve seen some notable sales

Context

many years that I use to predict occupancy

at premium prices. Whether this is a bubble

I’m writing this in mid November, half way

and income for new properties which is

or part of a sustained period of growth is

through the lockdown, we’ve just been

going to need serious surgery or maybe even

hard to predict. What we can say is that

told that there is a vaccine that works and

throwing away and rewriting. I’m determined

the factors driving the market are not going

the four nations are trying to work out a

not to get carried away but it’s hard to predict

away – as well as the increased interest in

consistent approach to allow travel and

anything other than a very strong year, even if

second homes, rock bottom interest rates

family get togethers for Christmas. Things

we have intermittent lockdowns.

make borrowing cheap and also mean that

are changing on a daily basis let alone

yields from many investment classes are

across weeks and months so we will just

The Zoom Boom

close to zero. If you have the capital a quality

have to continue to adapt. In the longer term

It has been established that pretty much

property on Sandbanks is as good a place

we all hope that the vaccine will allow us to

everybody with a desk job can work from

as any to park your money. I’m also sensing

get back to normal though some things will

home and this is going to have a profound

a change of attitude brought about by the

have changed forever. The logistics of mass

effect on our business. Suddenly you don’t

pandemic – what’s the point in working flat

immunisation mean that travel is sure to be

have to lose a full week or even any holiday

out to have even more money in the bank,

affected right through 2021 which is likely to

to come and stay with us. Who would risk

why not use it to buy something you can

continue to boost the staycation market.

a precious week’s leave for an October

enjoy? We’ve also seen luxury cars, boats,

holiday? Now you can book the week and if

jetskis and other watersports equipment

Sandbanks Holiday Demand

the weather is awful work most of the time

selling surprisingly well this year. I’m going

Since the last lockdown demand has been

and just take the nice days off. Weekends

to sit on the fence here and say it’s 50/50

unprecedented for everything that we

can be extended with a work day on Friday

regarding growth but I’m sure there won’t be

measure. Traffic to the site is 50% up year

or Monday and some people may decamp

any significant reduction in prices.

on year, bookings through September and

for a longer stay running into weeks or

October were up by a similar amount and

even months. I’m forecasting that this is a

Tax

advance bookings for 2021 are more than

permanent change that will boost bookings

One thing there is no prize for predicting

double compared to this point last year. I have

for years to come.

is that taxes are going to have to go up at
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some point to pay for the huge costs of
the pandemic. The headline income tax
rate seems to have become untouchable
apart from at the highest income levels
so it’s hard to see the basic rate changing.

become a reduction from 40% or 45% to 10%

writing an editorial about it every month yet

Employers national insurance, pension

in future. A lifetime limit of £1m was introduced

it is now reduced to a footnote. The effect

tax relief, insurance premium tax and

recently but even if you have exceeded

on our business is more about the economy

other more technical changes will be on

this the rate is 20% so may still be a huge

and customer sentiment rather than any

the agenda but that won’t be anywhere

benefit. As the new threshold will generate

direct impact due to travel disruption or

near enough to address the situation. I’m

substantial revenue in future I’m predicting

bookings from Europe. I predict a fudge

predicting lots of stealth changes that most

that there will be no further changes.

at the last minute which drags on through

people don’t notice.

next year and may be called a deal – really
VAT is a headline tax that everybody notices

Capital gains tax is squarely in the firing

putting my neck on the block here!

and 20% is a high rate by international
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Marketing
to 5% for hospitality enterprises until the
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door – why should those selling shares or

charge the full rate on our fees. Owners do

to the mean with errors balancing each other

hard working nurses on the front line? It

rental exceeds £85,000 which at one time

usual and it probably won’t be too far out.

was only reduced from income tax level in

would have seemed irrelevant but we now

2008 anyway so this is an easy sell. What is

have a number of properties whose annual

conveniently forgotten here is that we used

rental exceeds this. They have to charge

to have taper relief which recognised that

VAT currently at the reduced rate.

Let us take care of all the work so you can enjoy your holiday home and take advantage
not have to charge VAT unless their gross
out so I’m going to work on my forecast as
of the significant tax benefits of running it as a furnished holiday let business.

property pay a lower rate of tax than our

the value of an asset is eroded over time by
inflation so your tax bill would be reduced

I predict that the hospitality VAT discount
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will be extended for a year and that more
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SANDBANKS

income tax without taper relief.

other sectors.

Mystic Simon owns Rumsey of Sandbanks

tax from normally 28% to 10% so this could

in normal times and I would probably be

simon@rumseyofsandbanks.co.uk
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weekend
to 5 months
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Property market on fire
with demand for Sandbanks
second homes
I’m writing this early on the morning after

• Mortgage Interest Relief. The new rules

France and Denmark have been added to

restricting tax relief on interest payments

the list of countries requiring quarantine in

do not apply to holiday lets.

return to the UK and I’m expecting another

• Capital Gains Tax Furnished Holiday Lets

deluge of phone calls from people switching

qualify for entrepreneurs relief giving a

to a UK holiday. We are sold out for the

flat rate of 10% on disposal compared to

summer including most of September and

a minimum of 18% and typically 28% on

bookings for next year are double compared

taken away and you spend your time there

to this point last year. It’s clear we are going

enjoying the house instead of meeting

to see increased demand for many years

tradesmen or doing jobs yourself.

From

furnished holiday let and buy another

so it’s fortunate this is being balanced by a

arriving late to crisp sheets and shopping in

the gain can be ‘rolled over’ into the new

massive increase in enquiries from people

the fridge to leaving late on a Sunday without

property so the tax is not payable at that

looking to buy a home and rent it out.

cleaning up the experience is more like a

point provided the new property is of

holiday and when you let friends or family

equal or greater value. Note that capital

Last month I highlighted some of the

use the place you won’t have to field the calls

gains tax does not apply after death so

logic behind this which may have started

about something not working. It feels like you

if you never sell the property you never

with the difficulties of going abroad but is

get all these services for free as they come

pay the tax.

really being driven by new flexible working

out of the rent and there’s a nice bit of profit

arrangements allowing even the most senior

every year to spend on something special.

buy to lets. (Lifetime limit of £1m applies)
• Rollover

Relief.

When

you

sell

a

What do I need to do to qualify as a FHL
(Furnished Holiday Let)?

staff to work away from the office combined
with the feeling it’s a safe place to park your

And Now The Nice Bits!

You have to make the property available for

capital with a reasonable and reliable yield.

• No Council Tax or Business Rates.

holidays for most of the year and you can’t

Furnished Holiday Lets are business

do a 6 month winter let. On the practical

Why would you even bother renting if

rated and subject to small business rate

side you need to furnish the place and if

you can afford not to?

relief (one property only).

you don’t want to create a lot of work for

The financial benefits as detailed below are

• Capital Allowances on Commencement.

yourself you’ll need to employ an agent

really good and many owners don’t like an

Little known niche in the tax rules mean that

offering full service including cleaning,

asset just sitting there running up bills but

a substantial write down of the property

linen and callout service for guests.

there’s much more to it than just money.

infrastructure can be made leading to a

Running it as a business through a full service

significant ‘tax free’ income period which

Simon Tolson owns Rumsey of Sandbanks,

agency means that much of the hassle is

can run to many years.

a holiday letting agency.

E V E R Y T H I N G F O R T H E H O L I D AY H O M E O W N E R
IN SANDBANKS & SURROUNDING AREAS
Let us take care of all the work so you can enjoy your holiday home and take advantage
of the significant tax benefits of running it as a furnished holiday let business.

www.rumseyofsandbanks.co.uk
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Why do people rent out their second home
when they don’t really need the money?
It’s a question I’m frequently asked at social

- you arrive late (inevitably) and everything

occasions when I explain my business - ‘You

is perfect, enjoy the property and stay

manage all those multi million pound homes

as late as you can leaving us to clear up

- surely the owners don’t need the money so

behind you. As the costs come out of rent

why would they bother having guests in?’

received it feels like it’s not coming out of
your pocket.

For those of you that don’t know, I spent more
Extensive tax benefits

than a decade building up a holiday home
agency in Cornwall before I sold it to buy

few weeks of work, perhaps you’ve flown

• Finally it may be a secondary benefit but just

Rumsey of Sandbanks. I’d assumed it was

between continents, put in 100 hours before

for good measure there are very significant

the same sort of business and it does follow

closing a big deal or won a case you’ve been

exactly the same structure and revenue

working on for months. It’s a big night out

• No council tax to pay as the property

model yet it has taken a few years for me to

and you deserve it. Perhaps you might be up

will be business rated and if it’s your only

really understand my clients’ motivation.

for an award, maybe you’re sharing a table

one you’ll get small business rate relief at

with a really big fish from your industry that

tax benefits to take advantage of:

100% and pay nothing.

In Cornwall with hindsight it seemed very

you’ve been wanting to meet for years. Your

• Tax relief on pretty much everything.

straightforward - people had stretched

spouse’s phone rings and it’s their sister who

Capital allowance rules let you claim full tax

themselves to buy the second home they

is at your second home celebrating a big

relief on purchases up to £200,000 a year

had always dreamed of or sometimes

birthday. Yes the place is fabulous but there’s

and if you don’t have the income to claim

inherited it and the property had to pay its

a bit of an issue, the oven doesn’t seem to be

against it’s carried forward indefinitely until

own way and often pay a mortgage too.

working and they have 12 people coming for

you do so that fantastic kitchen or designer

Here in Sandbanks things are a bit more

dinner in 3 hours, also whilst they are on the

nuanced, so here are my thoughts

kids can’t get the sound on in the cinema

• Capital gains tax reduction. This can be

sofa just got much cheaper.

room. Frantic phone calls ensue - you have a

worth many times more than the rent, when

They still know the value of money

cleaner but she’s never used the oven, your

you sell that second home you’ll pay just

You might think that we are dealing with

maintenance man can go round and have a

10% tax on the gain instead of the usual 28%

young footballers or trust fund kids but that’s

look but not sure if he can do anything. You

• Retrospective Benefit- Are You Sitting On

not the case at all. Almost without exception

can get an emergency electrician out but he

A Gain? This is a really big one- in certain

the owners of our premium properties are

doesn’t really do appliances or know his way

circumstances operating as a holiday let

self made entrepreneurs, executives or pro-

around the complex house control system.

for at least a full tax year the entire gain

fessionals who remember just how hard they

may qualify for entrepreneurs relief even

had to work for every £100 in their early life. It

It’s impossible to put a price on avoiding

if the place has been a second home for

just doesn’t sit well with them to have an asset

this sort of situation and you can’t fix it in the

a long period.

that runs up costs rather than deliver a return,

moment by throwing money at it. Whatever

particularly when they inevitably are too busy

the outcome the result is stress and maybe

Many of our owners have joined us when

to use the place as much as they would like.

a ruined evening - you only have to look at

they were on the point of selling their place

the premium paid for first class air travel to

because in their mind it had turned into

There’s a long string of people queuing up

see how much value a cash rich time poor

something like a boat that costs a lot to

to charge you for something to do with your

person puts on a smooth experience.

keep and you hardly use it. Helping to turn

second home and running it as a business

it into an asset that you can also enjoy has

provides income to cover expenses, makes

Free concierge services

become the core of our business and takes

them tax deductible and crucially produce a

Of course they are not really free but

us away from competing with the Airbnb

change in the mindset of suppliers who will

renting means you have a service in place

type DIY platforms.

understand they need to be competitive.

to ensure the property is ready for guests,
linen and cleaning is sorted and there’s a 24

Simon Tolson owns Rumsey of Sandbanks,

The incalculable value of taking the

hour callout service. This means that the

a holiday letting agency. Contact Simon on

hassle away

owner is also treated like a premium guest

01202 707357.

Picture the scene - you’re getting ready for

and can enjoy their stay without worrying

simon@rumseyofsandbanks.co.uk

a black tie dinner, it’s the end of a gruelling

about meeting tradesmen or anything else

www.rumseyofsandbanks.co.uk
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Riding the
rollercoaster
Before we start I must just say that in the
context of so many people losing their lives,
talk of financial or business problems as
disasters seems trite. I’ve been lucky that
I barely know anyone that went to hospital,
let alone died and I’m very grateful for that.
If you read every issue of House & Lifestyle
you may have noticed that I haven’t written
anything for a few months. As Mark Twain
said when his obituary was published ‘The

use it to run the business all winter so we

let this virus get us down, we’ll bally well go

reports of my death are greatly exaggerated’,

didn’t have the money to refund. With our

on holiday to Britain because Britain is great!

we are still here and it’s been quite a ride!

limited resources and overdraft we could
cope with losing April, May would hurt but

I’m not joking when I tell you that tears are

Staring into the abyss

we’d get over it, June would be a body blow,

pricking my eyes again as I’m writing this,

There are lots of versions of the stages that

July & August might be the end of us.

suddenly the tills started ringing again and

we go through when facing a difficult event

like all good marketers I immediately poured

like bereavement, divorce or bankruptcy but

The

press

and

campaigners

painted

petrol on the fire by switching on all the pay

they generally have in common denial, anger,

businesses unable to give refunds as

per click and other advertising that had been

bargaining, depression and acceptance. I

money grabbing fat cats, it was confirmed

suspended. At first we wondered if it would

recognise all of these in my behaviour as

refunds were compulsory and I might

be a temporary blip but no, as the days and

things snowballed into the surreal in March.

have been depressed for an hour or two

weeks went on traffic and bookings went on

First there was plenty of denial - we simply

before acceptance set in for a few days. As

increasing and the calendar filled up.

didn’t believe that our country could be

government support through the furlough

locked down and if it was surely only for

scheme, rates relief, grants and vat holidays

Now the question was when would we be

a few weeks. As the first guests wanted to

arrived I got a surge of energy like I’ve

allowed to open, as the bookings arrived,

cancel because of worries we had no special

never had before. This was compounded

we issued refunds 2 weeks in advance

conditions and pointed out that we simply

by an outpouring of support from our

of arrival until finally the news came that

couldn’t afford to vary our terms.

customers and then a marvellous thing

holidays would be allowed from 4th July. We

happened - VE day.

were saved! Now the office is under siege
welcoming guests for a sold out summer.

Then came the lockdown and we had to
start cancelling holidays. Some of the big

The graph below shows traffic on the

No gradual reopening for us, we went from

national agencies got a legal opinion that a

website from March until mid July. On the

empty to full in one day and what a day it was!

credit note or alternative holiday in the same

left the spike is the first Harry Redknapp

property would fulfill our obligations and so

programme on Sandbanks followed by a

Finally something even more marvellous

we entered into a period of literally bargaining

slide into minimal traffic during lockdown.

happened - we are inundated with enquiries

as well as calculating. The big issue for us is

The first spike on the right is the day after VE

from people who want to buy a second

that we take commission from deposits and

day - we beat the Nazis so we’re not going to

home in the UK.

Users
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April 2020
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Analytical Action
It’s when things aren’t going so well that you need to show your worth.

I think all of us responsible for any sort of

Gut feel does have its place in all

management are feeling a great empathy

marketing and some things like wording of

for Eddie Howe at Bournemouth, it’s not

descriptions are subjective but what we are

going as well as hoped and I’m sure the

going to concentrate on are measurable

relegation battle is keeping him up at night.

data points and appropriate action.

Some things are beyond your control but
if you do nothing you can’t be surprised if

Establish what to measure and produce

you get the same results. Something has to

a data set for comparison

change but what?

Before you can consider anything you have
to have something to compare it with so

An owner recently said to me ‘You don’t

at regular intervals I run data across all our

cases but across the board this is the key

really do anything nowadays - people just

properties so I know where each property

performance indicator and the one we use

choose their holidays online and you collect

stands. An owner may ring to say they are

to determine which properties are under-

the money’. Nothing could be further from

concerned with the number of August

performing and need action.

the truth, selling on the web is a hugely

bookings, if they have 30% more bookings

complex exercise which requires constant

for the year than average across the portfolio

Unique page views

attention and action based on analysis.

then there’s no need for any action other

In our business a guest will view a property

than patience. It’s sometimes difficult to get

multiple times before booking so we use

It’s easy to bask in the glory when a

across that roughly 50% of our properties

unique page views which is the number

property is doing well which is generally

will have below average results across all

of different people that have viewed a

a combination of luck and judgement but

datasets so we also consider historical data -

property in a given period.

it’s when bookings are not coming in that

are we up on last year and how did that finish?

exact representation as views from a work

we need to prove our worth.

Although

It’s not an

computer, phone and ipad at home will

I’m going to talk about the holiday

Number of bookings

count as three unique visits but that’s fine as

letting business, the principles apply to

This is the statistic anchoring all the

long as you are using a consistent measure.

marketing almost anything online, whether

analysis - expectations will vary according

If uniques are low then that’s actually

it be selling houses, long term rentals or

to property type and strategy - we may go

good news - there’s no point in changing

washing machines.

for fewer bookings at a higher rate in some

anything as if people aren’t looking they
won’t be booking.

Action is easy, you

need more traffic so we can promote the
property on the front page, feature in an
email newsletter and highlight on landing
pages for appropriate paid search adverts.
Booking Rate
Assuming that the page is receiving
average or better unique page views then
the booking rate gives us a measure of
the problem. This is simply the number of
bookings divided by the number of page
views producing a percentage of people
who went on to book, typically 1-3%. Now
we can see how much of a problem we
have - if it’s a little below average then a
few tweaks and a bit of promotion will be

MARCH 20
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enough to steer things in the right direction,
if it’s very low then we need to move on to
further analysis and more radical action.
Page dwell time
This is a measure of how long people stay

sale at a kitchen company. If you promote

2. Consider getting a hot tub if you have

looking at a page and gives us an insight

a discount then the data will be skewed

a suitable place to put it. Does require

into whether they like what they see.

A

and you won’t know how effective the

a bit of investment and they do need a

lower than average dwell time indicates that

reduction would be in the long term. The

lot of maintenance but definitely bring

something is putting people off so we need

right thing to do is simply lower the price

more revenue than they cost.

to look at the description but most of all the

without fanfare then compare the data

photos - are they a bit dull or out of date?

after a statistically significant period of time

We may do a re-shoot perhaps with some

- typically a month or so. I prefer to make

family weekends.

new soft furnishings or on a perfect sunny

a fairly substantial change to prove the

like to pack in guests as we just end

day, however sometimes just changing the

point, perhaps 10-20%, the worst that can

up getting the same money for more

lead photo can make a difference.

happen is you get lots of bookings which is

wear and tear but if you have a 4 or 5

definitely a first world problem.

bed house with a bit of space, adding

If the dwell time is higher than average then

3. For larger properties gear up for big
Normally we don’t

some extra bunks or singles to stretch

it’s likely that we have a price issue - potential

If all else fails

guests like what they see and are looking at

Sometimes

remain

different market. You will need to get in

things in detail but eventually not booking so

stubbornly low despite all of our efforts

a big enough table for everyone to eat

it’s time to consider a price reduction.

and we need to look at doing something

together.

the capacity can get you access to a
bookings

can

significant, especially if the place is a little
Managing price changes

bit away from the beach so not an obvious

The key message here is that it’s no good

Lowering price overall is different from

first choice for guests. Apart from a refurb

doing nothing and hoping it gets better,

putting up a special offer. If you are going

or big update of contents there are a few

blaming the weather, the economy or

to do a discount then there needs to

things to try that can make a real difference.

anything else - the dog ate my homework!

be a reason - last minute, new property

It’s really important to keep a track of

promotion, early booking special. If you

1. Accept dogs - costs nothing and can

performance and take action, otherwise

just put an offer across the calendar without

make a really big difference, especially if

you can’t be surprised if there’s no change

a reason it feels a bit like the permanent

you have a nice enclosed garden.

in the outcome.

E V E R Y T H I N G F O R T H E H O L I D AY H O M E O W N E R
IN SANDBANKS & SURROUNDING AREAS
Let us take care of all the work so you can enjoy your holiday home and take advantage
of the significant tax benefits of running it as a furnished holiday let business.

www.rumseyofsandbanks.co.uk
01202 707357
office@rumseyofsandbanks.co.uk
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Best of Frenemies
‘Your margin is my opportunity’
1. GOOGLE

customers find us and even regular guests

I’ve had the idea of writing about the

are more likely to search our name than type

relationship between small business and

the website address into their browser. It’s

tech giants on the list for a while. Now I’ve

also where we spend most of our marketing

actually got round to putting metaphorical

budget despite us appearing high up in all

pen to paper, I realise that there’s lots to

the relevant search results. This is because

consider for each one, so here’s the first in

of the positioning of paid adverts at the top

a short series of editorials.

of the page.

Jeff Bezos the founder of Amazon and by

In case you’re not familiar with how this

some measures the richest man in the

works here’s a brief summary: The top 3

world coined the phrase ‘your margin is

or 4 search results are normally adverts

Surely this is all good - so why would I

my opportunity’, which is at the heart of

and Google effectively auctions them off.

describe Google as a Frenemy?

the big tech strategy of gaining market

You enter the most you are willing to pay

share by operating at a loss, then reaping

to appear and the top spot goes to the

Over the years the format has changed -

the rewards later and can also be used

highest bidder except the twist is that you

adverts used to be much more clearly marked

to describe the wave of companies now

are only charged a penny more than the

so people’s eyes were drawn to the natural

positioned in between the service provider

next highest bid, a bit like an ebay auction.

search results which are free. Now the results

get the business and therein lies the genius

and the customer - think Just Eat, Booking.
com, Airbnb etc.

that pours money into the Google coffers.

are blended in to the extent that many people
Deciding how much to bid and what to say is

don’t realise they are adverts on top and more

a subject that has filled reams of books and

people are now looking on a phone than on

Google is a money printing machine driven

powers a huge industry but basically you

a computer so you only see adverts before

almost entirely by search advertising and

multiply the cost by the average number

scrolling. The next results after the adverts

a long way from its origins as a start up

of clicks it takes to get a sale to get a cost

for geographical searches is the map box

needing funds to keep trading.

Times

per acquisition and this is the number that

with links to company Google pages, so the

have really changed since the original

really counts. For example if you pay £1 per

‘natural’ search results are pushed right down

mission statements of ‘Organise the world’s

click with a conversion rate of 1% then the

the page. In our industry Google has started

information’ and ‘Do no evil’.

cost to you is £100 per acquisition. That

to show hotel prices from ‘partners’ here

would be just about okay for us, if you were

which means they are taking a commission

For many of us Google is a cornerstone

selling cars it would be brilliant except of

on the sale and it’s surely only a matter of time

of the business; it’s how almost all new

course your competitors would bid more to

before they invite us to ‘partner’ with them, ie.
give up a portion of our commission.
Thankfully our business is insulated from
the worst effects as you can’t book our
properties through anyone else but if
you’re in a market where identical items
can be bought anywhere else you can end
up in a game of chicken where the highest
bidder may be giving up the majority of
their profit to fund the advertising - ‘Your
margin is my opportunity’!
Simon Tolson owns Rumsey of Sandbanks,
a holiday letting agency. Contact Simon on
01202 707357.
simon@rumseyofsandbanks.co.uk
www.rumseyofsandbanks.co.uk
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Best of Frenemies
‘To Airbnb or not to Airbnb that is the question?!’
2. AIRBNB

first time at the behest of their children. In

Running a small business in the hospitality

the end a 50 year old couple will end up

sector nowadays is a balancing act in

choosing the same sort of property they

One of the great marketing lessons we have

judging whether to be involved with tech

always book, not sleeping in someone’s

been taught by Airbnb is presentation of

giants building huge platforms acting

spare room or on a couch.

price. The model is to charge owners 3%

as both gateway and barrier to your

and guests 10-12%. In my simple brain if a

customers. As Jeff Bezos of Amazon neatly

Nearly 90% of our bookings by value are

guest pays £1,000 and you receive £850

put it ‘Your margin is my opportunity’. Last

still direct but Airbnb accounts for most

then the cost of using the platform is 15%

month I wrote about Google which is an

of the rest managing in just a few years to

but I’ve had the conversation many times

essential tool of pretty much all businesses,

eclipse all the other third party platforms

with Airbnb hosts saying they are only

this month it’s the more nuanced subject

in our market. Average booking value is

charged 3% as the guest pays the rest.

of Airbnb for those of us providing

about half due to the number of weekends

Perhaps we should be free and add on a

accommodation.

and late deals but we have taken bookings

20% service fee!

worth up to £6,000 a week on the platform
We’re best of frenemies with Airbnb - there’s

so it’s not just cheap weekenders.

no doubt they bring us extra bookings but

There’s

a

huge

variation

between

properties in terms of working with Airbnb

in the end they are also trying to take over

I’ve done some testing and I reckon that

- some get no bookings and for others it

the industry and kill us! Whilst there has

about half of their bookings come from

can be more than 50% of their guests. It

been lurid publicity about guests behaving

people going to Airbnb first and half from

seems that there’s lots of competition for

badly and we’ve had a couple of incidents

them buying all the top search advertising

small apartments, including the alternative

over the years I don’t think it’s any more on

spots. If we pay more for the top spot they

of a room in someone’s house for a couple

average than our normal customer base -

will often up their bid in due course as they

but if you want a dog friendly house with

we seem to attract the same demographic

are venture funded and focused on growth

a garden then there’s a very good chance

who are often using the platform for the

rather than making money.

you’ll end up with an agency like us.
In the end like many things in life there’s a
glass half full or glass half empty vibe here.
You can take a negative view and see it as
a big venture funded organisation stealing
our margin however I prefer to think about it
as an introduction fee - if we give the guest
a good experience there’s every chance
they will book direct next time and refer
friends and colleagues to us. We also can’t
measure the number of guests who may
find a property on Airbnb then search for it
and book direct.
‘Et tu Airbnb?’ it’s good business to take
advantage but never forget that all our
margin is at stake.
Simon Tolson owns Rumsey of Sandbanks,
a holiday letting agency. Contact Simon on
01202 707357.
simon@rumseyofsandbanks.co.uk
www.rumseyofsandbanks.co.uk
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First Impressions Count
Help your guests to get their rose tinted spectacles on by
carefully managing their arrival.
In the distant past, when I was slim with

built left much to be desired so cracks,

Applying the ‘Vital first five minutes’ rule to

hair, I was the UK manager for a software

leaks and flaky paint are commonplace.

a holiday property:

in Britain and Europe. I became a fan of

We do what we can but they can never

• Make sure that you give clear directions

Marriott hotels and stayed in them when I

be perfect and this is where you can get

to the property and that the full address

could, the standards and staff attitude just

consecutive guests saying that it’s the best

seemed to be right and somehow, I always

and worst place they ever stayed in.

company and spent a lot of time travelling

felt welcome when I arrived.

and postcode are on the confirmation.
• Include precise instructions for where to
park and ensure the number of available

The property hasn’t changed, it’s simply a

places has been made clear.

On one visit, there was a book by JW

matter of perception and the vital first five

• Key collection needs to be simple or if

Marriott in the room which spelled out the

minutes after arrival is when you have the

you use a keysafe make sure it is lit by an

philosophy of the business including one

opportunity to steer your customers to

thing that really stuck in my mind - the idea

focus on the good things or the bad. The

of the vital first five minutes. If you arrive

best way to approach this is to assume that

at a Marriott and there’s a long queue at

people are going to arrive tired, stressed

• A welcome pack is now expected but it’s

reception there’s a sort of panic button

and possibly a bit annoyed. I’ve been there

still better for it to be a ‘surprise’ rather

that they press under the desk. This brings

many times- I promise to finish work at

staff from other parts of the hotel who will

12.30 so we can get away and arrive in time

• Tea, coffee and biscuits all help with the

take you to a table and sit you down with

to unpack and take a stroll before picking

mind-set and for many a bottle of wine

a coffee whilst they organise your check in

a restaurant for a first night dinner. What

and bring your room keys to you. Gradually

actually happens is I get home at 2.30, I

• Provide essential items to get the

a

customers started - loo rolls, washing up

magical

change

takes

place-

outside light.
• It’s crucial that the property is warm and
leave a light on.

than advertised.

will make all the difference.

the

haven’t packed and I’m interrupted by 3

reception area sparkles, the piped music

more calls, I just need to send two emails

liquid, cloths, dishwasher tablets, etc.

is pleasant and when you get to your room

and we hit the road at 3.30 ensuring that we

• Have a folder with information on who to

it is more spacious than expected and the

catch the traffic. Now we have to stop on

contact and clear instructions for the tv,

furnishings are beautiful.

the way down, pay too much for some poor

cooker, etc.

food and arrive in the dark - the stage is set
During this time of intense work I took time

for a bad experience.

out by performing as an amateur comedian

The other critical area is how you respond
to a problem. Someone needs to be

and encountered a phenomenon that was

As my wife gets the accommodation details

available when the guest calls and if they

also a great lesson - you could say exactly

out (or tries to read them on her phone as

call the agency rather than the caretaker

the same words on two consecutive nights,

I forgot to print them) I grip the steering

as they often do they need to be looked

get an ovation for one performance and

wheel with white knuckles praying that I

after rather than just told they have called

face the agony of silence 24 hours later.

didn’t cheap out too much on the booking

the wrong number. Keep them up to date

Something was subtly different for the

and try to remember if there was proper

on progress to resolve an issue and call to

audience which completely changed their

central heating or parking.

check things are OK afterwards. All of this

experience.

costs very little and will help ensure a happy
experience for your guests so they things in

You

might

imagine

that

working

on

the most positive light possible.

Sandbanks means we spend our life dealing
with glittering palatial homes but we

Simon Tolson owns Rumsey of Sandbanks.

actually manage a full range of properties

Contact Simon on 01202 707357

including some that haven’t been updated

simon@rumseyofsandbanks.co.uk

for 20 years plus. Building standards in the
60s and 70s when some of the blocks were

MARCH 19
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The price is right so come
on down (to Sandbanks)
Setting the right prices for your holiday home is a combination of art and science.
Knowing when and how much to

Owner requirements

you want a Twix you’d buy one (I don’t even

discount is more like voodoo!

Not everybody wants the same thing from

know what they cost) but it’s extremely price

Getting the pricing right on every property

their second home so there are occasions

sensitive with a few pence on the shelf price

is one of the hardest things that an agent

where similar properties could have very

lifting sales for one bar over another.

has to do and whilst we try to use data to

different price strategies. An investor with

help it’s still a decision that has as much to

10 properties is running a business and the

Be prepared to change

do with gut feeling and emotion as science.

brief is to get as much income as possible.

If bookings are slow early in the season it

This is actually unusual for us as most of

will be much cheaper to reduce a little early

Finding the right range of prices for any

our properties are individual loved holiday

on than wait and discount last minute. The

property starts with the initial meeting

homes so we have to work with the owners

worst that will happen is that you sell lots

with a new owner and therein lies the first

to determine what they want from their

of weeks and think you could have got a

problem. Like an estate agent we know that

property. All will want to make sure they

bit more whereas the risk of not selling the

the higher prices we quote the more likely

cross the threshold to qualify for holiday

week at all is much more painful.

we are to get the instruction yet we are the

let tax benefits but beyond that they may

ones who have to deliver on our promises.

be happy to charge a higher rate and have

Adaptive Discounting

In the end honesty is the best policy here-

more empty weeks to use themselves.

We always try to persuade our owners

the truth is that we never really know how

to give us discretion on discounting as

well a place will do so all first pricing is a

Non Holiday Guests

it is impossible to make a rule for every

work in progress so we are agreeing on a

We are fortunate in Poole that there is a strong

situation. It’s all very well saying call me

starting point subject to review

market for interim accommodation needed

first but when you have a guest on the

for anything from 1-5 months and we take

phone with their credit card out you need

Retailer v Salesman

great advantage of this. Guests may be in

to make a decision on the spot. An owner

I once heard an interview with Sir Charles

between houses, building at home, moving

may say no more than10% so I ask ‘If I have a

Dunstone

Carphone

to the area or on a temporary contract and

£1,800 week empty with 48 hours to go and

Warehouse where he said something that

a 6 month unfurnished let doesn’t fit the

someone offers £1,600 do you want me to

really resonated with me: The difference

bill. Although prices are lower than weekly

refuse it?’ ‘No obviously in that case you

between a salesman and a retailer is that

holiday rates it’s an excellent way to top up

would take the booking’. ‘So you want me

when evaluating a product a salesman will

annual income and maximise returns.

to use my discretion then?’

a retailer will think ‘How little could I sell

Small differentials

The main thing to remember is that your

this for?’ To unpack that the point is that

You would think that a few tens of pounds

agent’s interests and yours are aligned

if you can reduce the price of an umbrella

either way wouldn’t make a difference if you

and they are looking at a bigger picture

to say £4.99 you could sell so many that

like a property but it really can. It’s not that

when making a decision- would I give a

the quantity discount on your order would

the guest can’t afford it the key is that they

15% discount 4 weeks in advance? When

allow you to get them at a price that would

may be looking at a number of choices that

deciding I’m looking at 80 properties and

allow you to make a profit.

they can’t make up their mind about. There’s

if there’s only 2 left then I won’t but if the

no better illustration of this effect than the

week is 70% unsold then I probably will. If

chocolate bar market- you would think if

it’s off a £250 weekend I probably won’t, if

the

founder

of

think ‘How much could I sell this for?’ and

Of course the fundamental difference is that
we do not have an unlimited supply- I can’t

it’s a £2,000 week and we can bank £1,700

reduce August weeks to £199 and order

then I probably will. You can trust me…..

another 10,000 to sell so my job is certainly

I’m a salesman!

to be a salesman and in fact more like a fish
salesman as my product will go off on a

Simon Tolson owns Rumsey of Sandbanks.

certain date and I can’t keep it in a warehouse

Contact Simon on 01202 707357

for next year. This is handy as my first business

simon@rumseyofsandbanks.co.uk

was selling fish and I spent a lot of my working
life selling business equipment and software.
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The Power of Free

The perception that you are not paying for something can lead to irrational decisions
I’ve been selling things since I was seven

much better value and the price was

Sandbanks or any other popular location in

years old so at 55 I’m surely too long in the

inconsequential anyway.

September a couple of searches will give

tooth to be swayed by offers of free things

you dozens of options. You can’t possibly

as I know perfectly well that everything is

For the next experiment the price of each

look in detail at all of them so to whittle

included in the price somewhere. I stay

product was lowered by one cent so 14

them down to a manageable number you

in hotels a lot and like most people my

cents for the truffle and the cheap candy

eliminate some on a fairly arbitrary basis

age I’m fighting a constant battle with the

was free.

and include others on a shortlist because

power of the pie so I don’t want the full

same but now two thirds of people went for

english breakfast. What I do want is to sit

the free sweet even though the truffle was

in the breakfast room with my wife, eat

even better value at the new price.

The price differential was the

some fruit and perhaps poached eggs on

of one detail like sea view or parking.
Dogs go free, woodburner with free logs
supplied, free use of bikes or surfboards are

toast (no butter of course). This influences

Ariely postulates that the preference for free

all the sorts of things that can keep you in

my choices in two ways, first of all I nearly

even when it isn’t the rational choice is down

the running. Charging for WiFi, heating or

always book a place where breakfast is

to an aversion to loss i.e. a free item carries

towels will get you eliminated straight away.

included which would be entirely logical if

no risk which may well be the case though

Nowadays most things are included but the

I stuck strictly to a nightly rate but I don’t.

I’ve also heard the theory that, to our hunter

item most up for debate is dog charges. I

Looking back at my booking history (on

gatherer brains free, things represent the

am absolutely convinced that you will get

booking.com which I love as it’s ‘free’) I can

proverbial ‘low hanging fruit’, a resource that

less income if you charge extra for dogs.

see that I choose a variety of prices and

can be obtained with near zero effort.

20 people bringing a dog per year at £25

definitely sometimes pay more for a bed

is £500 so one extra booking per 2 years

and breakfast rate than I would have spent

In a frankly terrifying follow up the team

will probably cover this. You may say you

for a room with breakfast extra but paying

recorded an event at a New York night

are full anyway even with the dog charge

£10-£15 for cereal and coffee just prevents

club offering ‘free tattoos’ with the ticket.

but this just shows that the price is too

me from enjoying it even though the price

In a large open room in an old industrial

low. Much better to add £10 or even £20

of room and breakfast together may well be

building the tattoo station was a small

to each week and say dogs go free. This

less than the inclusive rate I paid last week.

portable table, two folding chairs and a

is especially true if you advertise with a

cheap floor lamp.

Surely nobody sober

big agency where you have the choice

My behaviour is also different if I do pay for

would have paid for this potential health

of charging or not - if every cottage has

the breakfast, inevitably I will be tempted

hazard and when questioned 68% of the

a dog charge the effect will be less (not

to go for the full english so as to get value

queue confirmed that they wouldn’t have

eliminated) but if you present people with

for money, even though I don’t really want

got the tattoo if it wasn’t free.

a list of mixed dog free and dogs pay you’ll

it and having paid for the breakfast it’s not

definitely notice a difference. Some even

going to change the amount of money left

Application in the Holiday Market

have the option to filter by ‘dogs go free’ in

in the bank however much I eat. This is not

I’m a firm believer that this principle is even

which case you’d be mad to charge.

rational behaviour but it is I suspect typical.

more relevant to marketing a holiday home
than other things. I’ve banged on about

Think about what you already include

The Academic Evidence

this before but the key thing to remember

for your guests and if it’s not something

One of the classic business and marketing

is that guests are looking for a reason not

everybody does then advertise it and

books of all time is Predictably Irrational by

to pick your property - If you want to go to

consider what you could provide - a few

Dan Ariely which includes an experiment

pounds worth of hotel style toiletries or

with selling chocolates (something else

fancy drinking chocolate can be a very

that the customer probably didn’t really

effective investment.

want). Dan and his team offered people
the choice of a cheap and nasty chocolate

Simon Tolson owns Rumsey of Sandbanks.

for 1 cent or a high end truffle for 15 cents

Contact Simon on 01202 707357

which was clearly worth much more and

simon@rumseyofsandbanks.co.uk

about three quarters of people went for
the truffle which is logical as it was clearly
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More Choice
Less Sales?
Too many options can actually lead to less customer satisfaction

Whether you are browsing on Amazon or

is not registered so there’s no pain and no

visiting an out of town superstore the range

incentive to take action even though the

of goods available has grown exponentially

loss may be much greater.

with large supermarkets now carrying
up to 90,000 SKUs (shop keeping units).

Fortunately these principles tie in with the

This is great if you are looking for a very

way we set up the website and promote

specific item but there is often so much

our holiday properties.

choice across even basic products that the

choices which are set in stone- number of

shopper can be paralysed by indecision.

guests and dog or not but after that you

There are a few

may express a preference for a sea view,
Discounters like Aldi and Lidl have been

researchers set up a stall offering shoppers

2 parking spaces or 2 bathrooms but it’s

EVERYTHING FO
R T H E H O L I D AY H O
ME OWNER
the chance to taste a range of jams then
not absolutely critical and another positive
N S AalsoN D
B A Ngave
KS
S U Rcoupon
R O to
Uredeem
NDING
Rcancel
E A itSout. The big difference
them&a discount
but many I analysts
believe
factorA
may

tapping into shoppers seeking better
value

if they went on to buy some. At first they
between us and a retailer is that we can only
Shopfront on the
Peninsula | Sophisticated Digital Marketing
were offered 6 popular flavours to try,
sell each product once per week. If you
Cleaning,
Linen
& Changeovers
Maintenance
Renovations
| Concierge
Services
then on| alternate
days they&were
offered
offer
lots of options
like bed size, number of
don’t have to
pick between
12 types
of
the Callout
company’s| No
entireRestrictions
range of 32 flavours
bathrooms,
view, balcony etc then choose
tinfoil so just get on with
their shopping
24 Hour
Emergency
on Owner
Bookings
that the limited range that they stock is

actually making shoppers happier as they

and their lives.

including unusual gourmet options. The

a specific week, the danger is that you’ll

industry with large venture backed chains

6 flavours ended up buying three times

off to another website.

producing a concise menu and many

the amount of jam, curating the choice

higher end restaurants producing a short

produced more sales.

Let us take care of all theresults
work so
you absolutely
can enjoy your
holiday home
take
advantage
were
unequivocalthe and
end
up with
a nil result or nearly no choice
therestaurant
significant taxcustomers
benefits ofoffered
running
as a furnished
let business.
theit limited
choice holiday
of
and
a few of those will send your customer
There’s been a similar trendof
in the

As Steve Jobs famously said ‘If I’d asked
accountants what they wanted they would

daily menu with just a few options for each
course. There’s even a trend for special

So why is it that as a retailer or service

have said calculators with bigger buttons!’

menu nights where everybody eats the

provider of any type the temptation to add

Customers need guiding and they will

same which allows the kitchen to focus

more choice is almost overwhelming? The

actually be happier if you show confidence

on sourcing the best ingredients and

researchers in this experiment postulate

and deliver a great product.

preparing each dish correctly.

that the problem is that the choice effect

Regular readers will know that I always

your shop or sends an enquiry to your

a holiday letting agency.

being overwhelmed with choice the loss

www.rumseyofsandbanks.co.uk

a silent
somebody
to F Simon
S E R V I C E D L E T S is F
R OoneM if R
U M Scomes
E Yin O
S ATolson
N Downs
B ARumsey
N K ofSSandbanks,

The perfect solution for temporary
accommodation from a weekend to 5 months
business asking for an item that you don’t
periodhave
rentals
| feel
Broadband
and
then you
the pain of the
lostmaintenance
sale.
Contactincluded
Simon on 01202 707357.
with a bit of scienceNo
andminimum
I was prompted
When
you
lose
business
due
to
customers
simon@rumseyofsandbanks.co.uk
to think about
this
by
an
experiment
on
Regular cleaning and linen change services available | Fully furnished and equipped
like to see theories like this backed up

selling jam to supermarket customers. The

Rumsey of Sandbanks will tailor the experience to suit your exact needs so you can get on
with the rest of your life and we can turn an awkward stop gap into a great and memorable experience.

www.rumseyofsandbanks.co.uk
EVERYTHING
FOR THE HOLIDAY HOME OWNER
IN
SANDBANKS
& SURROUNDING AREAS
01202
707357
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Experience over possessions
- the Millennials are coming
and it’s contagious!
I’m friends with a lot of people who

Marketing wisdom is that this generation

run businesses and when the first one

values

announced they had employed someone

and

born in 2000 it was a very sobering

memories than showing off a new car

moment. This is not a millennial however,

or conservatory.

experiences

are

more

over

interested

possessions
in

creating

definitions vary but it’s generally accepted
as those born between 1981 and 1996

Last

so 22-38 at the moment. They’ve grown

uncertainty

up with the internet, mobile phones,

increase in UK holiday bookings this year

student loans and the pace of change

but I believe there’s a bigger sea change

is

media,

with the younger generations allocating

more than one or two nights you don’t really

Amazon, Uber, Airbnb and many other

a greater proportion of their income to

want a full English every morning or to sit in

companies disrupting the way we do just

leisure and a bigger proportion of that

a restaurant every night and when you have

about everything.

spend is going to self catering.

Just as

more than two people, let alone children,

Uber has created many more paid rides

eating and relaxing in a private space is

Although much of the client base for

where people might have used their own

much more enjoyable.

holiday

older

car or the bus, Airbnb is introducing people

generations the first tranch of millennials

to staying in an apartment or house where

What this means for us is greater than ever

are settling down, getting dogs and having

they might have gone for a hotel in the past.

emphasis on photography both in terms

children bringing them squarely into our

What they are finding are the benefits we

of paying for professional shoots and web

market but there’s more to it than that.

have been trumpeting for a long time - for

design and continued focus on the quality

intensifying

homes

with

leans

social

towards

summer’s
have

weather

and

contributed

Brexit
to

an

of fittings and furnishings. Having anything
that’s ‘good enough’ for holiday letting
simply doesn’t cut it any more, we have to
imagine the photo opportunity on arrival
in every property with guests expecting
things to be as good or better than their
own home.
Finally we are seeing the attitude to leisure,
use of social media and modern booking
platforms spreading to the older generation
so it’s clear this is a long term change not
a fad.

Perhaps we are all catching the

millennial bug?!
Simon Tolson owns Rumsey of Sandbanks,
a holiday letting agency. Contact Simon on
01202 707357.
simon@rumseyofsandbanks.co.uk
www.rumseyofsandbanks.co.uk
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I’m not buying a dog!
My new life makes me my own perfect customer
Sandbanks residents were treated to the

periods. Filling up May, June, September &

unusual sight last week of a middle aged

October at the best price is what makes the

bald man cartwheeling along the seafront.

difference between a mediocre year and

I have two boys one of which has started

a great one and so it’s this market that we

an excellent job post graduation and has

really need to concentrate on.

properly moved out, the other has passed
his exams and so is returning for his final

Whilst there are of course parties of ladies

year. Now I am in trouble for ever having

who lunch and blokes on kite surfing trips

any doubts but given that Tolson junior is

in general this is a couples market and

been renovated to a very high standard but

very much a version of me I have to confess

broadly speaking we can divide this group

by definition many won’t take a dog. We see

that I was steeling myself for a repeat of my

into 3 categories, pre children, with babies

really high occupancy in small dog friendly

own inadequate results and maybe a repeat

& toddlers and kids left home.

places so do consider this if you have the

year of pain and lack of study.

opportunity - half a dozen extra bookings
The baby & toddler crew are perhaps

will pay for a lot of cleaning!

I wrote in the past that the euphoria would

the most straightforward to think about.

wear off but it barely has, every day I get up

Unfortunately some things that they look

Finally, we come to my own cohort of middle

and wander around the house still feeling

for you can’t control - lift in the block, walk

aged people with kids grown up, or at least

the incredible sense of freedom from

to beach etc, but you can make them feel

at uni, or can be left behind. We like our

having to prise adolescent bodies out of

as welcome as possible by supplying good

space and will often look at larger properties

bed and off to school.

quality cot, highchair and stairgates, making

for our own holidays and there’s fewer kids

gardens safe and by making it clear that they

being taken out of school nowadays so we

Now I appreciate that I’m kidding myself

are welcome. Doesn’t hurt to highlight the

represent a good opportunity to sell some

that he’s left home as he’s only away for just

nearest ice cream shop and family friendly

weeks in 3 or 4 bedroom places out of term

over half the year and I’m under no illusion

place to eat and a box of toys and plenty of

time. Whilst I don’t have to worry about

that the spending is over but it still feels like

dvds will provide lots of fun for very little cost.

how good a hairdryer is supplied this group

a new stage in our lives.

of customers will have a good standard of
With

pre

children

couples

you

are

things in their own home and won’t want to

What has dawned on me is that I am now

competing against a hotel room as well

compromise on holiday. Also lots of dog

a member of one of my own most sought

as other properties and this can make an

owners in this group as they fill the void left

after customer groups - sure the families

apartment look expensive for a weekend.

by the departed offspring.

arriving for the school holidays spend the

One of the key reasons a couple may

most but the battle for a good year’s rental

choose self catering is that they have a dog.

In all of these cases the guest will often have

figures is won and lost in the shoulder

There are lots smaller properties that have

plenty of choice as there will be availability
everywhere so as usual you have to think hard
about giving a reason to choose you. Price
is always the biggest factor but make sure
you have the fastest internet you can, get a
decent sized TV and chuck out your chintz!
Oh and by the way I am very much looking
forward to the void in my life so I am not
getting a dog!
Simon Tolson owns Rumsey of Sandbanks,
a holiday letting agency. Contact Simon on
01202 707357.
simon@rumseyofsandbanks.co.uk
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Glass Half
Full or
Glass Half
Empty?
There’s always more than one way
to look at things.
I’m the sort of person that always looks for

supply in the summer holidays so every

The next bit of interpretation is the self

week should sell and how soon is a function

fulfilling prophesy or skewed data set to be

of presentation and price married with the

slightly more technical. I once went to see

length of time a property has been available.

a property in an excellent location that was

the positive in everything- I was glad when I

looking at joining us as their bookings were

ruptured a disc because I lost some weight,

When a property has 20 weeks booked

poor. It was a normal sized 3 bed place

had a nice lie down and the surgeon says

by the end of January the owner is really

but set up to sleep 10-12 with bunk beds

it’s now stronger than the other discs. My

happy and may even send bottles of wine

and sofa beds. My immediate comment

wife on the other hand when offered a drink

or chocolates into the office to thank us

was that the place needed to be reduced

might well observe that not only is the glass

for doing such a great job. On the other

to a sleeps 5 or 6 in comfort but the owner

half empty, it’s the wrong sort of water and

hand how would we tell if we have got the

said that couldn’t possibly be the answer

she’s not thirsty anyway.

pricing hopelessly wrong for a property and

as everyone who booked used all the extra

charged too little? Yes that’s right, you’d

beds. Clearly this was a skewed data set-

I’ve been writing about holiday property

know because you would sell lots of weeks

the sample was people who had booked

marketing for years and I’ve constantly

really early in the year! If the pricing is dead

somewhere with everyone crammed in on

returned to the theme of using data not

right on a property then it probably has one

the cheap. If we set up a horror themed

emotion to make decisions in the business.

or two summer holiday weeks left by May

apartment with black walls dripping with

One of the articles that sticks most in my

which will fill up in the next month or so

blood and skeletons in the corners all the

mind was a few years ago when I was

but this is not what makes an owner happy

guests who came would say that they liked

convinced

booking

so that leaves me with a further dilemma-

the decor but I’m not convinced we would

holidays later and wrote about how we were

do I set prices for optimum revenue or to

be maximising bookings at the property!

going to have to adjust to this new reality, but

maximise owner satisfaction? Trouble is if I

Actually there probably is a market for

when I ran the numbers it turned out not to

ask they will normally say they want optimum

holiday dungeons but we won’t go there.

be true at all, in fact bookings were coming

revenue but what they mean is they want to

in slightly earlier on average than before.

sell the most weeks earliest. Sometimes my

I’m still a big fan of looking at the data but

job is like being on one of those staircases in

maybe I’m kidding myself as there’s still

The problem is that no matter how much

an Escher painting where you keep climbing

as much art in the conclusions as there

data you have there is always scope to

but end up back where you started. (see

is science.

interpret it in different ways so we can end

‘Relativity’ on the Escher Wikipedia page)

that

people

were

up right back in glass half full/empty territory.
The strict technical truth is that every week
Let’s take a simple and uncontroversial bit

we sell was too cheap and every week we

of data and conclusion- If you haven’t sold

didn’t sell was too expensive but thinking

all your summer holiday weeks by the end

about this too much will simply drive you

of May then your agent is doing something

to the funny farm so we are back to being

wrong. That’s completely clear except that

slightly less technical about things- if

if you have sold all your summer holiday

bookings are below average then we’ll

weeks by the end of May then your agent is

try and send more traffic to the page or

doing something wrong!

reduce the price which is broadly speaking

Simon Tolson owns Rumsey of Sandbanks,

what would have been done before we

a holiday letting agency.

had any data.

Contact Simon on 01202 707357.

What on earth am I on about? This is a

simon@rumseyofsandbanks.co.uk

perfect example of something that can be
interpreted both ways- Demand exceeds
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The Chancellor, The MP
and The Streisand Effect
In last month’s budget & financial round

of the houses in question were actually on

were not aware that they didn’t have to pay

up I highlighted the paragraph hidden in

Sandbanks or that we were talking about

council tax but recently the message seems

the small print where the chancellor said

very isolated incidents, it was a great story.

to have got through and most people have

he would be examining the rules around

claimed their entitlement.

council tax and business rate exemption for

Stag and Hen parties are not our business

holiday homes.

but I know someone who does promote

What I haven’t seen up until now is

them in the Poole area and page views

people who aren’t really holiday letting

At the time I wondered if for the second

on their site went from an average of less

at all pretending to holiday let or more

time in a few years our business was seeing

than 50 a day to nearly 5,000 a day in

likely doing a very minimal amount just to

a prime example of The Streisand effect

the following week. There are no formal

qualify. In order to get the considerable

and having spoken to other people in the

records but I think we can safely assume

tax benefits of being a holiday let you have

industry I’m sure it is.

that there were many more incidents in the

to pass a threshold of being available for

following year!

210 days and let for 105, in other words

For those of you not familiar with the

you have to be serious about it. For some

concept The Streisand effect is when an

Anyway, back to the budget announcement

strange reason the rules to claim relief from

attempt to suppress or ban something

where the Chancellor inserted a warning

council tax and business rates are much

ends up having the opposite effect by

for holiday home owners: ‘Business rates

less onerous:

drawing attention to it.

treatment of self-catering and holiday let
accommodation – There is concern that

‘If your property is in England and available

It was coined in 2003 when a small website

some owners of properties that are not

to let for 140 days or more per year, it will be

was set up showing aerial photographs of

genuine businesses may seek to reduce

rated as a self-catering property and valued

the California coast in order to document

their tax liability by falsely declaring that

for business rates.’

coastal erosion. Barbara Streisand’s lawyers

the property is available for let. To ensure

filed a lawsuit with the intention of getting

that second properties are subject to the

This clearly leaves the door wide open to

them to remove a picture of her beachfront

appropriate tax, the government will consult

abuse, you could make it available for 140

mansion. Before the legal action the

on the criteria under which self-catering and

days at £2,000 a night, get no customers

image had only been downloaded 8 times

holiday lets become chargeable to business

but still qualify for business rates and

including twice by the Streisand legal team,

rates rather than council tax.’

if it’s your only holiday property claim

within months’ millions of people had
seen it.

100% relief.
This is highlighting that the great benefit
of paying no council tax or business rates

Now like beggars driving BMWs or benefit

In 2014 Sandbanks was involved in a classic

can actually be achieved without really

claimants living in mansions there are

example of the phenomenon when our

doing any holiday letting. 5 years ago, I

bound to be a few people taking advantage

MP raised the issue of party houses in

was finding that most owners joining us

of the rules but I’m sure they are very rare.

Sandbanks disturbing residents with stag

The Chancellor’s intervention, however, has

and hen parties playing loud music into

highlighted the opportunity and with the

the night and generally behaving badly.

government a little bit preoccupied at the

To illustrate the problem Mr Syms relayed

moment I’m willing to bet that many more

some lurid tales of butlers in the buff, blow

people will take advantage.

up dolls and worse which of course was
seized upon with glee by the tabloid press.

Take it away Barbara… (Send in the clowns!)

‘Millionaires enclave invaded by drunks,
naked butlers and prostitutes’ screamed

Simon Tolson owns Rumsey of Sandbanks.

the Daily Mail and many other similar

Contact Simon on 01202 707357

headlines followed. Never mind that none

simon@rumseyofsandbanks.co.uk

